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Abstract. Business management is an important part of enterprise management. Information 
management system is an important means to realize the modernization of management, goods. The 
current problems, the construction of business management information system, the design of big 
data, big data management system in this paper support, according to the big data design process of 
the conceptual structure design, logical structure design and physical structure design.  Part of the 
design choice of structure design logical structure of big data types and relationships. Selection and 
index design physical structure design part of the disk hardware. The content of this paper, provides 
the enterprise for the development of business management system to strengthen the practical 
solution of business management, has an important significance to improve the level of information. 

Introduction 
Business management is an important part of enterprise management, the central link in enterprise 

management. Speaking of the enterprise, rational procurement, timely sales, reduce the backlog, 
ensure a reasonable inventory level, and an effective way to obtain better economic benefits. In the 
case of enterprise management of the artisans, the enterprise is very difficult to obtain timely 
inventory, sales statistics, the production department is difficult to make a reasonable production plan, 
prospect and market demand of production is difficult to accurately reflect the production enterprises. 
With the development of global economic integration and the development of electronic commerce, 
the competition between enterprises will be more and fiercer, the rapid development of network and 
e-commerce breakthrough in time and space constraints, bring more development opportunities.  
Big Data design the basic big data, the big data design is the application of a given, the optimal 
structure model of big data, establishment and application of big data, so as to effectively store data, 
to meet the application requirements of various users [1]. 

Study of Big Data Conception 
The concept of structural design is also known as the conceptual design; the user needs an abstract 

concept model. The logical structure of the conceptual data model big data independent, independent 
of the big data management system of concrete is the real world of intermediary and the machine 
world. The most commonly used tool, conceptual structure design is entity relationship diagram 
(E-R), E-Rdiagram represent entities, attributes, relations, the conceptual model is used to describe 
the real world. Constitute the basic elements of E-R graph of entities, attributes and relationships, 
solid rectangle, rectangle filling property name in heentity; elliptic, elliptic filling property name, 
using undirected edges are connected to the corresponding entity relation; diamond, no relationship 
between name and undirected edge connecting the real diamond filled, standard type the next (1 ∶ 1, 
1 ∶n or m:n). The conceptual design of E-R model of the system is shown in Figure 1 [2]. 
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Figure 1. E-R diagram of big data management system 

Study of Logical Design 
Type Selection Research. 
In Big Data, there are 24 multiple data types, based on a conceptual model of the business 

management system, grouped into five types of data, namely: 
(1) Character type.  The  character  data  of  letters,  symbols  and  numbers  any  

combination, including the type of Char, Varchar, and Text, etc. Varchar is a variable-length 
character data, the length does not exceed 8KB; Char is a fixed-length character data, the length does 
not exceed 8KB; More than 8KB ASCII data can use the Text data type is stored. The character data 
type selection varchar. 

(2) Integer type. The integer stored data type is Int, Smallint, and Tinyint. The Int type storage data 
range is greater than the range of data types are stored in Smallint, and the Smallint type storage data 
range greater than the range of Tinyint types of stored data. The Int type a value to occupy 4 bytes of 
storage space, Smallint type each value occupies 2 bytes of storage space, Tinyint type a value 
occupies 1 byte of storage space. The system select Smallint integer type. 

(3) Precise decimal type. The precise decimal data type in Database Decimal and Numeric data 
storage space occupied by Integer digits and the number of decimal places to determine, on either side 
of the decimal point store 38. Requires higher precision of the right of the decimal point, the 
remaining used to represent the integer part of the number, the less. The exact decimal type select 
Decimal. 

(4) Currency type. Currency data type Money and Smallmoney, Money type occupies 8 bytes of 
storage, Smallmoney data type occupy 4 bytes of storage. The currency type Smallmoney. 

(5) Date Time type. By the effective date and time, the date time data types include Datetime and 
Smalldatetime two types. Datetime type occupies  8 bytes of storage, date range from ending 
9999-12-31 to 1753-1-1 occupy 4 bytes of storage; Smalldatetime type, date range is from 1900-1-1 
to 2079 -12-31 end. The system date time type select Smalldatetime [3]. 
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Relational Design Study. 
Figure 1 exists two relationship types, one-to-many (1:n) and many-to-many (m:n), according to 

the logical structure design principles : an entity is converted to a relational schema, the entity 
attribute is the attribute of relationship, the entity code is the code of relationship; A 1:n relationship 
can be converted into a separate relational schema, with the N-terminal corresponding relational 
schema merger, if converted to an independent relationship model code of each entity connected with 
the relationship and relationship attribute converted to the attribute of the relationship, and the 
relationship code is the code of the n- terminal entities; an m:n relationship converted into a relational 
schema, code of various entities connected to the relationship and relationship attribute is converted 
to the attribute of the relationship, and the relationship between the code combination of the code for 
each entity. The logical structure design results are as follows:  

Supplier table (Supplier ID, Supplier Name, Contact person, Charge person, Telephone, Address, 
Post code, Website, eMail, Deposit bank, Bank account number, Credit grades, Remark) Commodity 
category table (Category ID, Category name, Category description, Remark)  Provide table 
(Supplier ID, Category ID, Remark)  Commodity  table  (Commodity  ID,  Commodity  
name,  Category  ID,  Warehouse  ID, Manufacturers, Purchase price, Sales price, Specifications, 
Measurement unit, Remark) Commodity detail table (Commodity ID, Operator, Operate date time, In 
amount, In price, In money, Out amount, Out price, Out money, Balance amount, Balance price, 
Balance money, Remark) Warehouse tables (Warehouse ID, Warehouse name, Location, Manager 
ID, Volume, Properties, Ware location amount, Remark) Manager tables (Manager ID, Manager 
name, Sex, Nation, Age, Home address, ID number, Professional title, Duty, Telephone, Remark) 
[9,10] . 

Physical Design Study 
Disk Hardware Selection. 
The performance parameters of the hard disk, hard choice for access to the database from the 

capacity, speed, cache and other aspects to consider . Business management system more amount of 
data, you need to choose a dedicated database server, to consider a RAID device. RAID disk system is 
composed of multiple disk drives can provide higher performance, reliability, storage capacity and 
lower cost. Fault-tolerant array is divided into 0-5 of 6 RAID level. Each level uses different 
algorithms to achieve fault-tolerant [4]. 

Index Design. 
When no index on the column is accessed, the row of data obtained from a table of specific 

conditions will be a full table scan operation, the server processes all data blocks in the table is 
loaded into memory, and then progressive match, then the main SQL execution time consumption 
in the table data loading and data matching, you need to consume a large amount of the cost of IO 
and CPU cost [5].  

The index is to sort the structure of the database table one or more column values, creating an 
index can improve system performance. By creating a unique index to ensure the uniqueness of the 
data of each row in the database table; Accelerate the speed of data retrieval, which is also the main 
reason to create the index; Connection between the table and table acceleration, particularly in 
achieving the integrity of the data reference particularly meaningful; Grouping and sorting clause 
for data retrieval, the same significant reduction in the time of the query grouping and sorting; 
Hidden by the index query optimization, to improve system performance [6].  

In this system, "Supplier table" creating a clustered index by "Supplier ID", non-clustered index 
created by the "Supplier Name, Contact person, Charge person"; "Commodity category table" to 
create a clustered index by "Category ID", "Category Name" to create a non-clustered index; 
"Provide table" to create the clustered index by "Supplier ID, Category ID"; "Commodity table" 
clustered index created by the "Commodity ID", "Commodity name, Category ID, Warehouse table, 
Warehouse ID, Manufacturers" to create a non-clustered index; "Commodity detail table" to create 
the clustered index by "Commodity ID, Operate date time", "Operator" to create a non-clustered 
index; "Warehouse table" create a clustered index by "Warehouse ID", non-clustered index created 
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by the "Warehouse name, Location, Manager ID"; "Manager table" create the clustered index by " 
Manager  ID",  "Manager  name,  Sex,  Age,  ID  number,  Professional  title,  Duty"  
to  create  a non-clustered index [7]. 

Conclusion 
With the development of information technology, big data processing has occurred profound 

changes, the database is a widely used client / server database management system. Architecture, using 
transact SQL language, transfer of SQL between the client and the server, the client. A request to the 
server to handle the business environment of the results meet the requirements. Different types of 
database solution. There are many obvious advantages: ease of use, scalability.  The distributed 
organization, a data warehouse for decision support, and other closely related.  Integration server 
software, with high performance and low cost . In this paper, based on the database  design, and 
provides practical solutions business management system, enterprise. Strengthen enterprise 
management, has the vital significance to improve the level of information [8] [9] [10]. 
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